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First attempt at measuring the CMB cross-polarization
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We compute upper limits on cosmic microwave background cross-polarization by cross-correlating the
PIQUE and Saskatoon experiments. We also discuss theoretical and practical issues relevant to measuring
cross-polarization and illustrate them with simulations of the upcoming BOOMERANG 2002 experiment. We
present a method that separates all six polarization power spectra~TT, EE, BB, TE, TB, EB! without any other
‘‘leakage’’ than the familiar EE-BB mixing caused by incomplete sky coverage. Since E and B get mixed, one
might expect leakage between TE and TB, between EE and EB and between BB and EB—our method
eliminates this by preserving the parity symmetry under which TB and EB are odd and the other four power
spectra are even.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Although not yet detected, it is theoretically expected t
the cosmic microwave background~CMB! is polarized.
CMB polarization should be induced via Thomson scatter
which occurs either at decoupling or during reionization. T
level of this polarization is linked to the local quadrupo
anisotropy of the incident radiation on the scattering el
trons, and it is expected to be of order 1%–10% of the a
plitude of the temperature anisotropies depending on the
gular scale~see@1,2# and references therein!.

CMB polarization is important for two reasons: first, p
larization measurements can substantially improve the a
racy with which cosmological parameters are measured
breaking the degeneracy between certain parameter co
nations; second, it offers an independent test of the b
assumptions that underly the standard cosmological mod

Since the polarized CMB signal is so small, it is qu
likely that its first detection will be an indirect statistical on
from its predicted correlation with an unpolarized CMB ma
Since such cross-correlations involve one rather than
powers of the~small! polarization fraction, they will be mea
sured with better signal-to-noise than polarization autoco
lations. Indeed, it has been shown@3,4# that for almost all
cosmological parameters, the polarization capabilities of
coming high-precision CMB experiments such as the Mic
wave Anisotropy Probe~MAP! and Planck add information
mainly through the cross-polarization signal, the only exc
tions being the reionization and gravity wave parameters

The goal of the present paper is to present a detailed s
of the cross-polarization from a practical point of view, co
necting real-world data to physical models. In Sec. II,
argue that the dimensionless correlation coefficientr , is a
more meaningful quantity to discuss than the cross po

*Email address: angelica@higgs.hep.upenn.edu
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spectrumC,
TE, and illustrate how it depends on various co

mological parameters for standard adiabatic models.
In Sec. III, we compute the strongest observational c

straints to date onr , by cross-correlating the polarized Prin
ceton IQU Experiment~PIQUE! @5# with the unpolarized
Saskatoon~SK! @6# data set. We do this using the formalis
presented in@7#, which takes into account real-world issue
such as incomplete sky coverage and correlated noise
nally, in Sec. IV we assess the prospects for measuringr , in
the near future by analyzing a simulated version of the
coming BOOMERANG 2002 experiment.

II. POLARIZATION PHENOMENOLOGY

Whereas most astronomers use the Stokes parameteQ
andU to describe polarization measurements, the CMB co
munity uses two scalar fieldsE andB that are independent o
how the coordinate system is oriented, and are related to
tensor field (Q,U) by a nonlocal transformation@8–10#.
Scalar CMB fluctuations have been shown to generate o
E-fluctuations, whereas gravity waves, CMB lensing a
foregrounds generate bothE andB. This formalism has been
applied to real data by the PIQUE@5# and POLAR @11#
teams.

A. The six power spectra

Since CMB measurements can be decomposed1 into three
maps (T,E,B), whereT denotes the unpolarized componen
there are a total of 6 angular power spectra that can be m

1Since the transformation between (Q,U) and (E,B) is nonlocal,
theE/B-decomposition is straightforward only for the case of co
plete sky coverage. Methods for proceeding in practice for the r
world case of incomplete sky coverage are discussed in@7,10,12–
15#, and we will use such a method for our real-world calculatio
below.
©2003 The American Physical Society03-1
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sured. We will denote theseC,
T, C,

E, C,
B, C,

X, C,
Y and C,

Z,
corresponding to TT, EE, BB, TE, TB and EB
correlations,2 respectively. By parity,C,

Y5C,
Z50 for scalar

CMB fluctuations, but it is nonetheless worthwhile to me
sure these power spectra as probes of both exotic phy
@16–18# and foreground contamination.C,

B50 for scalar
CMB fluctuations to first order in perturbation theo
@8–10,19#—secondary effects such as gravitational lens
can createB polarization even if there are only density pe
turbations present@20#. The remaining three power spect
are plotted in Fig. 1~top! for the ‘‘concordance’’ model of
@21# ~that of @22# is very similar!, showing thatC,

E is typi-
cally a couple of orders of magnitude belowC,

T on small
scales and approaches zero on the very largest scales~in the
absence of reionization!.

B. Covariance versus correlation

The cross-power spectrumC,
X is not well suited for such a

logarithmic plot, since it is negative for about half of a
,-values. A more convenient quantity is the dimensionl
correlation coefficientr ,

X plotted in Fig. 1~lower panel!, de-
fined as

r ,
X[

C,
X

~C,
TC,

E!1/2
, ~1!

since the Schwarz inequality restricts it to lie in the rang

21<r ,
X<1. ~2!

2From here on, we adoptTT[T, EE[E, BB[B, TE[X, TB
[Y, EB[Z.

FIG. 1. TheT, X andE power spectra are shown~top panel! for
the concordance model of@21#. The TE correlation coefficientr ,

X

~bottom panel! is the ratio betweenC,
X and the geometric mean o

C,
T andC,

E, so in the top panel,ur X
, u is just the distance betweenTE

and the geometric average of theT andE curves~dashed curve!.
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These dimensionless correlations/anticorrelations are see
be quite strong in the sense of being near these limit
values on many scales. For instance, if one were to smo
the T- and E-maps to contain only large angular scales,
&10 wherer ,

X;0.9, they would be so strongly correlate
that most hot and cold spots would tend to line up.3 Con-
versely, if one were to band-pass filter the two maps
scales 100&,&200 wherer ,

X&20.6, hot spots in theT-map
would tend to line up with cold spots in theE-map.

More generally, let us also definer ,
Y[C,

Y/(C,
TC,

B)1/2, r ,
Z

[C,
Z/(C,

EC,
B)1/2. Expanding theT, E andB maps in spheri-

cal harmonics with coefficientsa,m
T , a,m

E anda,m
B , the three

cross power spectra are by definition the covariancesC,
X

5^a,m
T* a,m

E &, C,
Y5^a,m

T* a,m
B &, C,

Z5^a,m
E* a,m

B &, so r X, r Y and
r Z are simply the correlation coefficients betweena,m

T , a,m
E

anda,m
B .

What values are these three correlation coefficients
lowed to take? They are real-valued just asT, E andB, which
is most easily seen using real-valued spherical harmon
The dimensionless correlation matrix corresponding to
vector (a,m

T ,a,m
E ,a,m

B ) is

R5S 1 r ,
X r ,

Y

r ,
X 1 r ,

Z

r ,
Y r ,

Z 1
D , ~3!

and by virtue of being a correlation matrix, it cannot ha
any negative eigenvalues. This implies not only thatur ,

Xu
<1, ur ,

Yu<1 andur ,
Zu<1, but also that the determinant ofR

must be non-negative, i.e., that

~r ,
X!21~r ,

Y!21~r ,
Z!222r ,

Xr ,
Yr ,

Z<1 ~4!

for all ,. This allowed region in the 3-dimensional spa
(r X,r Y,r Z) is plotted in Fig. 2, and is seen to resemble
deformed tetrahedron. If two coefficients are strongly cor
lated with each other, then they must both have roug
the same correlations with the third, approaching
limiting case (r X,r Y,r Z)5(1,1,1) ~upper right corner!. The
other three corners correspond to the allowed possibili
(1,21,21), (21,1,21) and (21,21,1).

From here on we user , as shorthand forr ,
X.

C. Cosmological parameter dependence of polarization
power spectra

A detailed review of how CMB polarization reflects un
derlying physical processes is given in@2#. In this subsection,
we briefly review this topic from a more phenomenologic
point of view ~see also@12#!, focusing on how different cos
mological parameters affect various features in theE, B and
X power spectra and aiming to familiarize the reader with,
particular, the correlation spectrumr , and its cosmology de-

3Such a correlation, however, would be very difficult to dete
given how smallE is expected to be in that,-range.
3-2
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FIRST ATTEMPT AT MEASURING THE CMB CROSS- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 67, 023003 ~2003!
pendence. For more details, the reader is refererred to
polarization movies at www.hep.upenn.edu/;angelica/
polarization.html

Let us consider adiabatic inflationary models specified
the following 10 parameters: the reionization optical deptht,
the primordial amplitudesAs ,At and tiltsns ,nt of scalar and
tensor fluctuations, and five parameters specifying the c
mic matter budget. The various contributionsV i to critical
density are for curvatureVk , vacuum energyVL , cold dark
matter Vcdm, hot dark matter~neutrinos! Vn and baryons
Vb . The quantitiesvb[h2Vb andvdm[h2Vdm correspond
to the physical densities of baryons and total~cold 1 hot!
dark matter (Vdm[Vcdm1Vn), and f n[Vn /Vdm is the
fraction of the dark matter that is hot. The baseline values
the parameters here and in the movies are for the con
dance model of@21#, t5Vk5At5 f n50, VL50.66, vdm
50.12, vb50.02, ns50.93, providing a good fit to curren
data from the CMB~tabulated in@21#!, galaxy@26# and Ly-
man Alpha Forest@27,28# clustering, and big bang nucleo
synthesis@29#.

1. Polarized versus unpolarized

If recombination were instantaneous~with the radiation
field locally isotropic!, there would be no polarization at al

Both the E and theT power spectra carry informatio
about thez*103 prerecombination epoch in the form o
acoustic oscillations. From a practical point of view, the
are two obvious differences between theE andT power spec-
tra as illustrated by Fig. 1:

~i! The E power is smaller since the polarization perce
age is small, making measurements more challenging. Th
because polarization is only generated when locally an
tropic radiation scatters off of free electrons, and this o
occurs during the brief period when recombination is tak
place: before recombination, radiation is quite isotropic a
after recombination there is almost no scattering.

FIG. 2. The region of the parameter space (r X,r Y,r Z) allowed
by the generalized Schwarz inequality. The cube exte
from 21 to 1 in all three dimensions. The four corners (1,1,1
(1,21,21), (21,1,21) and (21,21,1) correspond toT, E andB
being perfectly correlated and anticorrelated.
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~ii ! Aside from reionization effects, theE power ap-
proaches zero on scales much larger than those of the
acoustic peak. This is because the polarization anisotro
are only generated on scales of order the mean free pa
recombination and below.

As detailed below, changing the cosmological parame
affects the polarized and unpolarized power spectra ra
similarly except for the cases of reionization and grav
waves. All power spectra were computed with theCMBFAST

software@25#.

2. Reionization

Reionization at redshiftz* introduces a new scale,*
;20(z* /10)1/2 corresponding to the horizon size at the tim
Primary ~from z*1000) fluctuationsdT, on scales,@,*
get suppressed by a factoret and new series of peaks4 are
generated starting at the scale,* . Figure 3 illustrates that
although these new peaks are almost undetectable inT,
drowning in sample variance from the unpolarized Sac
Wolfe effect, they are clearly visible inE since the Sachs
Wolfe nuisance is unpolarized and absent. The models in
3 have abrupt reionization givingt}z

*
3/2, so higherz* is

seen to shift the new peaks both up and to the right.
On small scales, reionization leaves the correlationr , un-

changed sinceC,
T andC,

E are merely rescaled. On very larg
scales,r , drops since the new polarized signal is uncor
lated with the old unpolarized Sachs-Wolfe signal. On int
mediate scales,*,* ;20, oscillatory correlation behavio
is revealed for the new peaks.

4These new peaks are caused not by acoustic oscillations, but
projection effect: they are peaks in the Bessel function that acco
for free streaming, converting local monopoles at recombination
local quadrupoles at reionization.

s
, FIG. 3. How the reionization optical deptht affects theT andE
power spectra~top! and theTE correlation r , ~bottom!. Solid,
dashed and dotted curves correspond tot50, 0.2 and 0.4, respec
tively.
3-3
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For more details about CMB polarization and reionizati
see@30,31#.

3. Primordial perturbations

As seen in Fig. 4, gravity waves~also known as tenso
fluctuations! contribute only to fairly large angular scale
producingE and B polarization. Just as for the reionizatio
case, unpolarized fluctuations are also produced but are
ficult to detect since they get swamped by the Sachs-W
effect. As has been frequently pointed out in the literature,
other physical effects~except CMB lensing and foreground!
should produceB polarization, potentially making this a
smoking gun signal of gravity waves.

Adding a small gravity wave component is seen to s
press the correlationr , in Fig. 4, since this component i
uncorrelated with the dominant signal that was there pre
ously. Indeed, this large-scale correlation suppression
prove to be a smoking gun signature of gravity waves tha
easier to observe in practice than the oft-discussedB-signal
@32,33#. This TE-correlation suppression comes mainly fro
E, notT: since the tensor polarization has a redder slope t
the scalar polarization, it can dominateE at low , even while
remaining subdominant inT. Foreground and lensing signa
would need to be accurately quantified for this test, sin
they would also reduce the correlation.

The amplitudesAs , At and tiltsns ,nt of primordial scalar
and tensor fluctuations simply change the amplitudes
slopes of the various power spectra:B is controlled by
(At ,nt) alone, whereasT andE are affected by (As ,ns) and
(At ,nt) in combination. Note that if there are no gravi
waves (At50), then these amplitudes and tilts cancel o
leaving the correlation spectrumr , independent of bothAs
and ~apart from aliasing effects! ns .

FIG. 4. How the gravity wave amplitudeAt affects theT, E and
B power spectra~top! and theTE correlationr , ~bottom!. Solid,
dashed and dotted curves correspond toAt50, 0.2 and 0.4, respec
tively.
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4. Spacetime geometry

Just asAs andns , the spacetime geometry parametersVk
andVL affect the polarized and unpolarized power spectra
similar ways.Vk and VL were completely irrelevant atz
.103, when the acoustic oscillations were created, sin
Vk'VL'0 at that time regardless of their present valu
As is well-known and illustrated by the above-mention
movies, the acoustic peak features are therefore indepen
of these parameters, merely shifting sideways on a logar
mic plot as geometric effects magnify or shrink the scale
primordial fluctuation patterns. On large scales, the late in
grated Sachs-Wolfe~ISW! effect creates additional powe
that is completely unpolarized, since this is a pure grav
effect involving no Thomson scattering. Since the ISW effe
is uncorrelated with the primary large-scale fluctuations
suppressesr , on large scales asVk or VL shift away from
zero as seen in Fig. 5.

5. Matter budget

The primordial CMB signal is dominated by fluctuation
in the gravitational potential and the density atz;103,
whereas theE-signal is dominated by peculiar velocities o
the last scattering surface. This is why theE-spectrum is seen
to be out of phase with theT-spectrum, with peaks in one
matching troughs in the other. This also explains why
creasing the baryon fractionf b[Vb /(Vb1Vdm) for fixed
total matter density as in Fig. 6 lowers the polarized peaks
contrast to the boosting of odd peaks for the unpolariz
case: more baryons lower the sound speed in the pho
baryon plasma, producing lower velocities.

The remaining matter budget parameters, the cold and
dark matter densities, effectE andX polarization in much the

FIG. 5. How the spatial curvatureVk affects theT andE power
spectra~top! and theTE correlationr , ~bottom!. Solid, dashed and
dotted curves correspond toVk520.1 ~closed model!, 0 ~flat
model! and 0.1~open model!, respectively. Apart from the familiar
horizontal shift, the late ISW effect is seen to suppress the corr
tion r , on large scales.
3-4
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FIRST ATTEMPT AT MEASURING THE CMB CROSS- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 67, 023003 ~2003!
same way asT. Increasing the dark matter densityh2Vdm
shifts the peaks down and to the left. TheT, E andr , power
spectra change hardly at all when changing the frac
Vn /Vdm of the dark matter that is hot. This is because
neutrinos were already quite cold~nonrelativistic! at the time
the CMB fluctuations are formed.

III. CASE STUDY I: PIQUE

We now turn to the issue of measuring cross-polarizat
in practice, including issues of methodology, window fun
tions and leakage. We analyze an existing data set in
section, then turn to simulations of upcoming data in Sec.
.

A. Data

PIQUE was a CMB polarization experiment on the ro
of the physics building at Princeton University. It used
single 90 GHz correlation polarimeter with full width at ha
maximum ~FWHM! angular resolution of 0°.235, and ob
served a single Stokes parameterQ in a ring of radius of 1°
around the North Celestial Pole~NCP! @5# ~see Fig. 7!.

During one day, the telescope was able to observe on
order of 20 independent points on this ring, chopping slow
~every few seconds! between two points separated by 9
along this circle. The polarized sky signals detected at th
two points had opposite signs (6Q) and were six hours ou
of phase.5 This means that the experiment did not meas
individual Q values, but sums of two. To simplify subseque
calculations, we eliminated this complication using the d
convolution method described in Appendix D of@24# to re-
cover a filtered version of theQ map. Specifically, the ring

5See@5# and dicke.princeton.edu for more details.

FIG. 6. How the baryon fractionVb /(Vb1Vd) affects theT
and E power spectra~top! and theTE correlation r , ~bottom!.
Solid, dashed and dotted curves correspond to baryon fraction
0.01, 0.02 and 0.08, respectively.
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was pixelized into 144 angular bins, and we denoted
correspondingQ valuesQ1 , . . . ,Q144. Let us focus on four
pixels forming a perfect square in the sky, say pixels 1,
73 and 109, and group them into a vectorx. Because of the
chopping, PIQUE measured notx but the linear transforma
tion Ax, where

A5S 1 1 0 0

0 1 1 0

0 0 1 1

1 0 0 1

D and x5S Q1

Q37

Q73

Q109

D . ~5!

The matrixA is singular, with a vanishing eigenvalue corr
sponding to the vector (1,21,1,21). Our deconvolution
therefore sets this particular mode to zero, and encodes
lack of information about its value as near-infinite noise
this mode in the map noise covariance matrix. Since th
are a total of 36 such pixel quadruplets, our deconvolv
data set, which is plotted in Fig. 7, thus has 36 such unm
sured modes.

Because PIQUE was insensitive to the unpolarized CM
component, we cross-correlated theQ data from PIQUE with
T data from the SK map@23#, deconvolved and pixelized a
described in@24#. To take advantage of cross-polarizatio
information from spatially separated pixels, we used SK p
els not merely from the PIQUE circle, but from a filled dis
of radius 3° around the NCP, a total of 288 0.31°30.31°
pixels. We found that further increasing the size of the S
disk did not significantly tighten our constraints. Our fin
data vector combines the PIQUEQ data and the SKT data
and thus contains 14412885432 pixels.

B. Method

We compute the six power spectra described in Sec.
using the quadratic estimator method as described in@7#,
computing fiducial power spectra with theCMBFAST software
@25# using cosmological parameters from the concorda
model from @21#. We also perform a likelihood analysis a
described below.

A key challenge is separating the six power spec
(T,E,B,X,Y,Z). A generic quadratic band power estimat
~a quadratic combination ofT, Q andU pixels! will probe a
weighted average of all six power spectra, so measurem

of

FIG. 7. The deconvolved PIQUE data consist of the StokesQ
parameter as a function of position along a 1° radius circle aro
the North Celestial Pole. One quarter of the modes are projected
as described in the text.
3-5
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of the six can in principle be afflicted by as many as (2
6)

515 types of unwanted ‘‘leakage’’ whereby a measurem
of one power spectrum picks up contributions from anoth
In @7# it was argued that susceptibility to systematic err
could be reduced by chosing the ‘‘priors’’ that determine t
quadratic estimator method to have vanishing cro
polarizations,X5Y5Z50, and it was shown that this sim
plification came at the price of a very small~percent level!
increase in error bars. In the Appendix, we show that t
choice has an important added benefit: exploiting a pa
symmetry, it eliminates 14 out of the 15 leakeges, with o
the much discussed@7,10,12–15# E2B leakage remaining
Note that whereas parity-conservationin the physics govern
ing the emission processespredicts Y5Z50, the proof
given in the Appendix is purely geometric in nature, a
holds even if parity-violating physics, foregrounds, etc., p
duce nonvanishingY andZ.

This result is useful in all but eliminating the leakag
headache, which would otherwise complicate both calcu
tion and interpretation. It also has important implications
other approaches, notably the currently popular maximu
likelihood ~ML ! method as implemented by theMADCAP

software @34# and applied to MAXIMA, BOOMERANG,
DASI and other experiments: generalizing it to polarizati
in the obvious way will produce exactly the sort of leaka
that our method eliminates. However, this problem can
eliminated as described below.

The quadratic estimator~QE! method is closely related to
the ML method: the latter is simply the quadratic estima
method withB5F21 in Eq. ~A4!, iterated so that the fiducia
~‘‘prior’’ ! power spectrum equals the measured one@35#. For
a detailed comparison between these two methods, see
IV B in @7#. The ML method has the advantage of not requ
ing any prior to be assumed. The QE method has the ad
tage of being more accurate for constraining cosmolog
models—since it is quadratic rather than highly nonline
the statistical properties that measured band power vectq
can be computed analytically rather than approximat
which allows the likelihood function to be computed direc
from q ~as opposed tox), in terms of generalized
x2-distributions@36#.

Both methods are unbiased, but they may differ as rega
error bars. The QE method can produce inaccurate error
if the prior is inconsistent with the actual measurement. T
ML method Fisher matrix can produce inaccurate error
estimates if the measured power spectra have substa
scatter due to noise or sample variance, in which case
are unlikely to describe the smoother true spectra. A g
compromise is therefore to iterate the QE method once
choose the second prior to be a rather smooth model co
tent with the original measurement. The lesson to take a
from the Appendix is that if the ML method is used, on
should resetX5Y5Z50 before each step in the iteratio
thereby eliminating all leakage except betweenE andB.

C. Results

Table I shows the result of our band-power estimati
Here we use 50 multipole bands of widthD,520 for each of
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the six polarization types (T,E,B,X,Y,Z), thereby going out
to ,51000, and average the measurements together in
single number for each polarization type to reduce noise.
eliminate sensitivity to offsets by projecting out the me
~monopole! from the T and Q maps separately. The value
shown in parentheses in the most right column of Table I
2-s upper limits ~those are also the values that we pres
here as our upper limits!.

The detection of unpolarized power is seen to be con
tent with that published for the full SK map@6#. The table
shows that we detect no polarization or cross-polarization
any type, obtaining upper limits, just as the concordan
model predicts. No results ofZ are reported since PIQUE
provides onlyQ data~note thatQ andU are needed to isolate
Z-polarization—we will includeZ in Sec. IV!.

The window functions reveal substantial leakage betw
E and B, so the limits effectively constrain the average
these two spectra rather than both separately. For this rea
and to recast our constraints in terms of theTE correlation
coefficientr , , we complement our band-power analysis w
a likelihood analysis where we assumeB50. Specifically,
we setB5Y5Z50 and take each of the remaining pow
spectra (T,E,X) to be constant out to,51000.

We first perform a simple 1-dimensional likelihood anal
sis for the parameterE using the PIQUE data alone~discard-
ing the SK information!, obtaining the likelihood function
~bottom solid line in right panel of Fig. 8! in good agreemen
with that published by the PIQUE team@5#. They find 95%
of the area forE,10 mK—our likelihood curve drops by a
factor e22 at a slightly lower valueE'7 mK as expected,
since the likelihood curve is asymmetric and hence hig

TABLE I. Polarization power spectrum. Results from combin
PIQUE and SK data; values in parentheses are 2-s upper limits.

dT26s2(mK2) D,6s, dT(mK)

T 21836905 151.3685.8 46.7211
19

E 22.4617.4 153.4687.6 ,3.9 (5.7)
B 28.1616.0 141.6673.7 ,2.8 (4.9)
X 2145.56222.2 137.4669.4 ,8.6 (17.3)
Y 27.96206.2 151.3682.5 ,14.1 (20.1)

FIG. 8. Likelihood results using PIQUEQ information alone
~right panel, solid line! and using both PIQUEQ- and SK
T-information and marginalizing~remaining two curves!. From top
to bottom, the two horizontal red lines correspond to 68% and 9
of C.L., respectively.
3-6
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non-Gaussian. This non-Gaussianity also means that the
cise confidence levels of the upper limits in Table I should
taken with a grain of salt. TheB-limit is rather low because
noise fluctuations give a negative best estimate~recall that
what is measured is the sky power minus the expected n
power, which can be negative!, and this preference for nega
tive B pulls down theE estimate too since the strong leaka
implies that it is really measuring a weighted average oE
andB.

We then compute the likelihood function including bo
PIQUE and SK data in the 3-dimensional space spanne
(T,E,r ,) and compute constraints on individual paramet
or pairs by marginalizing as in@21#. Figure 8 shows that this
produces aT-measurementT'50 mK, consistent with that
for the full SK map @6# ~left panel!. Figure 9 shows our
constraints in the (E,r ,)-plane after marginalizing overT.
The ‘‘C’’ shape of the contours in here is not generic: w
performed a series of Monte Carlo simulations, and so
produced ‘‘backward C’’ shapes instead, others ‘‘S’’-lik
shapes. This figure also shows that our constraints on
cross-polarization are weaker than the Schwarz inequa
r ,<1, so in this sense the data have taught us nothing n
This funny situation is unique to measuring correlatio
since any measurement of sayT or E, however noisy, will
always rule out some class of theoretically allowed mod
However, it is important to point out that this failure to be
the Schwartz inequality does not mean that an experime
far from detecting polarization: as we saw in Sec. II C, t
actual correlation coefficient can be of order unity, so
step from overcoming the Schwartz bound to detecting
X-signal may in fact be quite small. Figure 10 summarizes
polarization limits published to date, and indicates that
detection of cross-polarization may indeed be just around
corner.

Cross-polarization information could, in principle, redu
error bars onE as well. As an extreme example, if we ha
measured thatr ,'1 on the angular scales probed by PIQU
with tiny error bars, then we would know the exact spat
template of theE-map from theT-map and could therefore fi

FIG. 9. Joint constraints onE polarization andr , after margin-
alizing overT. From left to right, the contours show that the like
hood function has dropped toe21.1, e23.0 ande24.6 times its maxi-
mum value, which would correspond to 68%, 95% and 99% lim
if the likelihood were Gaussian. For comparison, the concorda
model predicts (E,r ,)5(0.82,20.65) at,5137, the center of our
window function forX ~see Table I!.
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for its amplitude quite accurately. The effect of adding cro
polarization information on the PIQUEE-limits is shown in
Fig. 8 ~dashed line in the right panel!. In this case, we had no
meaningful constraints onr , , so it is not surprising that this
approach does not help us: we see that adding the unp
ized temperature simply weakens the upper limit sligh
courtesy of noise fluctuations.

Since r , is expected to oscillate between positive a
negative values, using a flat~constant! r , in the likelihood
analysis runs the risk of failing to detect a signal that
actually present in the data, canceling out positive and ne
tive detections at different angular scales. This is not likely
have been a problem in our case, sincer , is uniformly nega-
tive in our sensitivity range,5137669 for the concordance
model, but for future experiments with higher signal-t
noise, it will be important to parametrizer , in a more physi-
cal way—either with separate bandpowers in multiple ba
or directly in terms of cosmological parameters.

D. Future prospects

What improvements in data would enhance the scien
potential of an experiment such as PIQUE the most? Red
ing the noise level in the polarization measurements wo
obviously improve the limits onE, B and r ,. We find that
substantial reductions would be needed to make a qualita
difference—a simulation merely doubling the amount
data, addingU-polarization, did not produce anr ,-detection

s
e

FIG. 10. Summary of upper limits on polarization so far. Fro
top to bottom, the three curves show the concordance model
dictions forC,

T, C,
E andC,

X, respectively. Four reionization mode
with t50.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4 are also plotted~left thin lines from
bottom to top!. The limits are: PW65@39#, C78 @40#, N79 @41#,
LS79 @42#, LS81 @43#, S98@44#, L83 @45#, W93 @46#, N97 @6#, T99
hexagons@47#, P88@48#, F93@49#, P97@50#, S00@51#, H01 @5# and
K01 @11# ~all in upper panel! and our new upper limit onX ~lower
panel!.
3-7
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or beat the Schwarz inequality. Figure 11 shows which s
of sensitivity improvements are needed for a marginal de
tion in theE-r , plane using the same number and position
pixels as for PIQUE. The Schwarz bound inequality is se
to be beaten by a substantial margin on the high side. T
illustrates the potential value of experimental groups coo
nating to observe the same sky regions. Increased sky
erage and a more two-dimensional geometry clearly he
and we explore such an example in the next section.

IV. CASE STUDY II: BOOMERANG DATA

We begin case study II by extending the results presen
in @7#. In this section we quantify the ability of BOOMER
ANG to separate theY and Z correlations using (T,Q,U)
maps.

We pixelize our sky patch using the equal-area icosa
dron method@37# at resolution levels 35, corresponding
361 BOOMERANG pixels.6 We apply the quadratic estima
tor described in@7# just as we did for PIQUE, with the fidu
cial power spectraC,

T computed usingCMBFAST software
@25# using cosmological parameters from the concorda
model from@21#. In our fiducial model we setC,

E51 mK2

andC,
B5C,

X5C,
Y5C,

Z50, and eliminate sensitivity by off-
sets by projecting out the mean~monopole! for T, Q andU
maps separately.

Figure 12 shows how important the unpolarized coun
part is when constraining the polarized power spectrum: h
signal-to-noise temperature data are seen to substantially
prove how wellE can be constrained. The 1mK E signal
used in our case study is detected at high significance w
using polarization data alone. Although addingT-information
is obviously necessary to constrainr ,, we found that it

6We use the icosahedron pixelization since it has the roun
~mainly hexagonal! pixels and is highly uniform. Although we did
not use it here, theHEALPIX package@38# is useful in allowing
azimuthal symmetry to be exploited for saving computer time.

FIG. 11. E-r , likelihood for the case of lower noise of 50mK
per pixel in SK ~the nominal value is'150 mK) and 5 mK per
pixel in PIQUE~the nominal value is'22 mK), showing that this
sensitivity level can give interesting constraints onr , . The
data used here are a Monte Carlo simulation with (E,r ,)
5(0.82,20.65), which is what the concordance model predicts
,5137, the center of our window function forX ~see Table I!.
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helped only marginally for constrainingE: we repeated our
likelihood analysis usingT, Q andU data jointly, marginal-
izing overT and r ,, and obtained essentially unchanged
ror bars.

Finally, Fig. 13 shows that we can separate theY and Z
correlations if we use (T,Q,U) maps jointly. We also veri-
fied numerically that there is no leakage between theTB and
EB correlations, as proved in Sec. VI. Note that the results
this section underestimate the true power
BOOMERANG 2002 by only using enough pixels to prob
the power out to,;120, the key intention being simply to
demonstrate that both the experimental sensitivity and
analysis method is adequate. When the real data are a
able, a more computer intensive analysis with order 104 pix-
els will be worthwhile.

st

t

FIG. 12. Constraints in theE-r , plane from a simulation of the
BOOMERANG experiment. From outside to inside, the likeliho
contours are the same as in Fig. 9. A fiducial model withC,

E

51 mK and C,
X50 was used in this calculation.

FIG. 13. BOOMERANG power spectrumT, E, B, X, Y and
Z. The power spectrum was calculated for 5 bands of sizeD,
524, C,

T was computed usingCMBFAST software, and we assume
C,

E51 andC,
B5C,

X5C,
Y5C,

Z50 when running our Monte Carlo
simulations.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented the first attempt at measuring the C
cross-polarization, using the PIQUE and SK data sets.
obtain upper limits ofTE[X,8.6 mK ~95% C.L.! andTB
[Y,14.1mK ~95% C.L.!. Limits for E are in concordance
with the values presented in@5#, and are much higher tha
the expected NCP foreground levels@52,5#.7 We also discuss
theoretical and practical issues relevant to measuring cr
polarization and illustrate them with simulations of the u
coming BOOMERANG 2002 experiment: we find that su
stantial improvements on measuring the polarized po
spectra would be possible if the noise could be lowered
the unpolarized map used for the cross-correlation. Am
other things, we show that the well-known problem ofEB
leakage, which complicates measurements ofE andB power,
vanishes when measuring the three cross-polarization po
spectra (TE, TB andEB).
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APPENDIX

In this appendix, we prove the no-leakage theorem
scribed in the text. Specifically, we show that that our q
dratic estimator method gives no leakage between any o
15 power spectrum pairs exceptE/B.

We follow the notation of@7# throughout. We letx denote
the vector that contains the measured temperature and S
parameters at each pixel and consider quadratic estimato
the different power spectra,

qi[xtQix5tr@Qixxt#, ~A1!

wherei labels at the same time both the polarization typeP
(T, E, B, X, Y and Z) and the multipole, to be mea-
sured.qi probes a weighted average of the power spectr

^qi&5tr@QiC#5b1 (
P851

6

(
,852

,max

W,8P8
,P C,8

P8 , ~A2!

where b[tr@QiS# is the contribution from experimenta
noise,S is the noise covariance matrix,S is the covariance
matrix due to the cosmological signal, andC5S1S is the
total covariance matrix. In Eq.~A2! we introduced general
ized window functions,

7@5# extrapolated an upper limit of 0.5mK for the polarized dust
emission from the IRAS 100mm map @53# and an upper limit of
0.4 mK for the polarized synchrotron emission from the Brouw a
Spoelstra@54# and Haslam@55# maps—both limits were for the
NCP region and the PIQUE observing frequency.
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W,8P8
,P [tr@QiPi 8#, ~A3!

where P5]C/]Cl
P . For a fixed (P,,), they show the ex-

pected contributions to the band power estimateqi not only
from different,-values, but also from different polarizatio
types. For instance, an estimate ofE-polarization may inad-
vertently pick up a contribution fromB-polarization as well,
since it is difficult to separate the two with only partial sk
coverage@7,10,12–15#. Such leakagebetween different po-
larization types is clearly undesirable since it complica
interpretation of the measurements. The aim of the appen
is to show that for our particular choice of estimatorQi ,
most elements of the window functionsW,8P8

,P vanish, and
that there is indeed no other leakage than between anyE and
B—not, say, betweenX andY or betweenE andZ.

In @7# it was shown that the quadratic estimator defined

Qi5
1

2
Ni(

j
Bi j C

21PjC
21, ~A4!

distills all the cosmological information fromx into the~nor-
mally much shorter! vector q if C is the true covariance
matrix. Moreover, ifC is a reasonable estimate of the tru
covariance matrix, then the data compression step of go
from x to q destroys information only to second order. In E
~A4!, B is an arbitrary invertible matrix and the normaliz
tion constantsNi are chosen so that all window function
sum to unity. This means that we can interpretqi as measur-
ing a weighted average of our unknown parameters, the w
dow giving the weights.

For our estimates we constructed the covariance ma
appearing in Eq.~A4! setting Cl

X5Cl
Y5Cl

Z50 and Cl
E

5Cl
B . As explained in detail in@7#, the choiceCl

X5Cl
Y50

was made because it makes the estimates of the temper
power spectra only depend on quadratic combinations
volving two measured temperatures, the estimates ofX andY
only depend on quadratic combinations involving one Sto
parameter and one temperature, and the estimate of theE, B
andZ spectra only depend on products of two Stokes para
eters~otherwise additional nonintuitive terms get include
say temperature autocorrelations when measuringE, increas-
ing susceptibility to systematic errors!. These facts immedi-
ately imply that the only mixed windows that could pote
tially be nonzero areW,8B

,E , W,8Y
,X , W,8Z

,E , W,8Z
,B , i.e., of the

(2
6)515 types of potential leakage, onlyEB, XY, EZ andBZ

leakage is possible. What we will show in this append
using an argument based on the parity of the different fie
is that onlyW,8B

,E is nonzero for our choice ofC.
We consider a parity transformation such that the coo

nater 852r , where primes indicate the coordinates after t
transformation. We define the operatorP to be the one that
transforms the vector of temperatures and Stokes param
x under the parity transformation,x85Px. It satisfiesP2

5I , the identity. For example, if the Stokes parameters
each point on the sky were defined with respect to the sph
cal coordinate system, thenP transforms them asQ85Q
andU852U. Under a parity transformation, we also ha
T85T, E85E andB852B.

To understand how the matricesC and P behave under
parity, we need to understand their structure. Let us cons
3-9
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an arbitrary pair of points labeledA andB. The matrices are
most easily described when the Stokes parameters are
sured with respect to the natural frame, that is whenQ is
defined as the differences in intensity in the directions pa
lel and perpendicular with respect to the great circle t
joins A and B. In that case the structure of the covarian
matrix is

^TATB&5(
l

f 1
,C,

T

^QAQB&5(
l

f 2
,C,

E1 f 3
,C,

E

^UAUB&5(
l

f 2
,C,

B1 f 3
,C,

B

^TAQB&5(
l

f 4
,C,

X

^TAUB&5(
l

f 4
,C,

Y

^UAQB&5(
l

~ f 2
,2 f 3

,!C,
Z ~A5!

where the coefficientsf i
, are known functions of the angula

separation betweenA andB. From the above expressions w
can calculate what the differentP-matrices are in this frame
The matrixPT has nonzero entries only for the terms invol
ing TA andTB , PE andPB only terms involvingQAQB and
UAUB , PX only for those involvingQATB and QBTA , PY
only for those involvingUATB and UBTA and PZ only for
those involvingQAUB and QBUA . Moreover if when con-
structingC we tookC,

X andC,
Y to be zero,C is block diag-
a-

v

02300
ea-

l-
t

onal, with no terms that mixT andQ or T andU. It is clear
then why our estimators ofX andY only containTQ andTU
terms.

Under a parity transformation in this coordinate syste
the Stokes parameters transform asT85T, Q85Q and U8
52U. Under parity in Eq.~A5!, the last two equations
change sign while the others remain the same. Thus ifC was
constructed assuming that all the cross spectra were z
which implies that the last three expectation values in E
~A5! are zero, thenPCP5C which implies thatPC21P
5C21. Furthermore because only the last two equations
Eq. ~A5! change sign, theP matrices satisfyPPTP5PT ,
PPEP5PE , PPBP5PB , PPXP5PX , PPYP52PY and
PPZP52PZ . In other words, theY andZ spectra are odd
under parity while theT, E andX ones are even.

We now have all the necessary ingredients to show
any cross window function that involves spectra with diffe
ent parity will be zero. These window functions will be give
by the values of tr@C21PiC

21Pi 8#. If the two P-matrices
have different parities, we have

tr@C21PPiPC21PPi 8P#52tr@C21PiC
21Pi 8#. ~A6!

Using the fact thatC21 commutes withP and the cyclic
property of the trace, we get

tr@C21PiC
21Pi 8#52tr@C21PiC

21Pi 8#. ~A7!

Thus if Pi and Pi 8 have different parities, the trace will b
zero. With our choice ofC, the window functions mixing
spectra with different parities are identically zero. Th
means that there is no leakage betweenX andY, betweenE
andZ or betweenB andZ, so the only nonzero mixed win
dow function isW,8B

,E . In other words, out of the 15 potentia
leakages, our method eliminates all except that betweeE
andB.
t.
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